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I must say: The support for DevExpress is the best I have experienced. In previous developer-bases we had a limited technical support, but no experience of the quality support that DevExpress provided. They were always helpful and very quick to solve my issues. The installation of DevExpress was very easy and the support
with the issues I was facing was very quick and they helped me to find a solution. They were very helpful and really professional, thank you! The support for DevExpress for my company was easy and very helpful. I dont even remember where I had my issues but the support guys solved them very quickly and then gave me a
few solutions that allowed me to solve the problem. I must say that DevExpress support is absolutely amazing and it is the best dev support that I have ever used. It has always been very fast to solve my issues. The online help document is well structured and has a lot of examples, which are very helpful in understanding the
solution. Support is also very helpful and polite, providing a quality of service that is exceptional. The DevExpress support has been absolutely superb! I had some issues to install the components of DevExpress, so i asked a friend of mine that is a DevExpress specialist in our team. The answer is that he recommended me to
contact the professional support. Wow! The team in the support was very fast to solve the issues and provided me with the most comfortable environment to solve the problem. You should check this team! In my previous job I was using Visual Studio 2010 and in the new job I can tell that I have invested a lot more time by
using DevExpress but DevExpress are fast and very efficient in fixing any problem I had. With the sample of reports and components they have in the product, I was able to produce the report that my boss was expecting. Everything went really well.
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